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Lynn Deering
ACNW Staff Scientist
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Advisory Committee on Nuclear Waste
Washington, D.C. 20SSS
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Dear Ms. Deering,

This letter is in response to the questions faxed to me on December 7, 1994 with regard to the use
of isotopic methods of estimng ground-wat travel m (OWTI). Below you will find short
and concise answers to the queions Posed by Dr. Hinze. more detail on these issues I refer
you to my letter report on the October 21, 1994 woring group eeting and my trip report on the
DOE/NRC technical exchange on GWTT. In adition the following discsion must make an
assumpdon regarding the NRC GW7T rule, its interpretation and application of a multiple barrier
concept in gencral. That assumption is that the NRC will regulate on the fastest path of likely
ground-water travel regardles of the dgnificance of that path In temls of total system
performanc. This assurMtion is consistent with the views expressed by the NRC at the
DOE/NRC technical exchange, with previous winen coorespondnce fm the NRC to DOE, and
consistent with my understanding of the intent of this par of the multiple barriers concept.

Question 1. Is it likely that isotopic methds of dating ground water will be sufficiently credible
that they wiprovide believable infoniaaon on GWIr at Yucca Mountain by 1995, 1996, and
1997?
Answer. Isotopic methods of dazing ground water have already provided the most valuable
information gathered to date with respect to the fastest path of likely ground-water travel (Le.. the
GWIT issue) in terms of: 1) demonstrang that rapid paths are not only ielyk but do exist at
Yucca Mountain; 2) refuting previous DOE conceptual models of mai only or composite
porosity; 3) finally getting DOE to seriously look at the potential for fracture flow and: 4)
begnninsg to put actual values to what die travel tme of ground water could be.

Question 2. If isotopic methods are not going to be available ae there alternative credible methods
for ascertaining GWTT, and if so, what data are required?
Answer: As I staed above. I believe isotopic methods at currently available that provide credible
information of potential GWThs However, prior to discussing other potential techniques let me
state that the I believe the only possible and the only necessary estimate of GWTr is one that can
be used to state dat the fastest path of likely ground-water travel is less than or gretr than 1,000
years. In other words, I do not believe estimates of the actual GYMT from the edge of the
distrbed zone to the accessible environment will ever be avaivable. In lieu of measurements of the
true GW1T, isotopic methods provide the most direct and most credible esdmates of what the
GWIT could be.
I am aware of two general alternative methods of estimating GWrI. These ae: 1) estimation of
the GWIT from measurements of hydraulic properties and driving forces and; 2) estimation of
GWTwT in an average sense from calculations of water balance. Estimation of oWrT from the
first method requires detailed measureents of hydraulic conductivities and effective porosities at
various conditions of saturation and over a large spatial domain and measurements hydraulic
potentials over large spatial domains and unkown temporal (the response time of fluid pressures
in factures is unkmown and may be unimowable) domains. Given the non-linearity of unsannrated
130 degree of heterogeneity at the sit, this apoach requres ex c damUin
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my opinion) can not be.coltected in the next several years. In additon, this apprach has a much
more serious problem That is, this a oach ui only as good at the co al modeLs upon which
the data ae collected and analyze. One only need to note that previous data collection and previous
and current modeling efort are based on conceptual models that have been invalidated by the
isotopic measurements. Or another way to look at: if the isotopic meisurements were never made.
the project could have gone to licensing with estimates of GVW that significantly overestiae
the potential GWT. The second alternative method of estimating GWIT is to calculate a net
water balnce for the mountain and equate the average aet infiltraton with the a ground-water flux
rate which in turn is used to calculate a OGIT. Tbis method requires measurements of fluxes at
the eanh surfice including precpitation, evapotranspiration. And nmoff as a function of space and
time. Besides the very difficult problems of measuring the vertical flux of water upward from the
land surface (included in the evapotranspiration), the heterogeneities below the land surface may
control the local fluwes in such a way as to wake this average esmate mearingless.
Note that ground-water flow models attempt to use information from both methods to estirate
GWIT and in that sense benefit from the mt made for each. However, ground-water
flow models also share the problems of both methods and are totally dependent on the adequacy of
the conceptual model they are based on.

In summary, I believe the isotopic methods provide the only direct evidence and the most reliable
es es of GWIT. Given th results of isotopic measurements to date, I believe the DOE needs
to demonste that the horizons below the repository are significantly different from those
between the land surface and the points of isotopic measurements because those measurements
indicate thathe site would violate the GWT rule. If you have any fuher questions or would like
me to clarify any of the points made herein plase call At 505-8480754.

Sincerely,

Paul A. Davis
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NRC ACNW MEETING
October 18, 1994

Following arm some comments on yesrday's ACNW meeting. I was only able to attend the last
talk of the morning and the afternoon session because my plane was lase leaving Albuquerque.
These commentts only touch on issues that I fed are inbotant and may require further inquiry by
the ACNW. The comments are very tough in nature as dxey are my direct notes from the meeting.
I'll be availae the rest of the week for cla tion and after tat you can reach me at 505-848-
0754.

October 18, 1994

loe nalng=w . AcXmwtd Saturnh 2nd Unniglated Hydnlogv PMrm

1)ACCELERATED PROGRAM ISSUES

* The USGS says they will have incomplete knowedge at the dime a decision on site suitability
will be made but tbey believe that more kmowledge is required and ae planning to collect iL
On the other band they say that they will have enough knowledge that they woul&'t change
their mind on sim safety with icreased studies. 7be obvious question is then why take more
da= after the sire suitability deciion?

* TSPA model is driving force - not site safety or compliance.

* Accelerated schedule was based On an umiown combination of scope changes, r e
iceases, and increased efciency. be statement was then made ta "Iceased risk is the
cost of accelation" - what does this ma and how is it quantified? Given that compliance is
based on a probabilistic risk assesmet this inCresed risk should be (and is) quantifiable.

* Ghost Dance Fault will not be cartized befre se sitIty decisio must be mad This
appears on thes ace to be a fe flaw.

* There is still no definition of "necessary" dat Is it necessary for compliance, for scienrific
understanding, or for some other purpose?

The stment was made that the problem will be "bounded" at the time of the decision.
However, 1) one MUSt have kmowledge of teality to bourd the problenitherefore you must
have sufficient izationacomplished); 2) boundin tolreleas for a non-linear
problem is difficult if not impossible and; 3) if they successfully bound the problem and the
results show compliance with the regulations then why continue site chrcaion beyond
that time?

* Statements of what they can and can not take to ISS are ill- defined. nonquanitative and
therefore of little value (for example " good undsanding. 'nowledge of amewor",
"probabilistic understanding").
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2) APPROACH TO ACHIEVING REASONABLE ASSURANCE (this should also be
equivalent to defining when site charatization is complet)

a The overall approach is bed on measuring and predicting REALITY. Statemenss made
along this line include - 'we will be happy when we "predc" stadgraphy "accurafely" before
we drill'. - 'I will have a warm feeling when we 'predict" the hydrologic parameters at each
grid block before we measurc them'. In fact what is being proposed is that reasonable
assurance will be had when the project feels that they can reasonable "predict" a few
independent model parameters and even fewer dependent parameters -- where all of the
dependent parameters are very indirectly related to regulatory quantities of interest (pressures in
the unsaturated zone for example).

* The are two fundamental problems with this approach one having to do with relation
betwen this approach and regulatory compliance and t other rlaxed to the tchnical ad
programmac aspects of the implementadon of the approach.

* The first problem is that there is no direct (or it appears indirect) connection between the
level of uncatainty that s acceptable for "predicting" measured values and regulory
compliance. The regulations that guide this work are probabilistic in nature and do not
assume any uaccptable lveels of uncertainty. In fact little bowledge may be required for
unimportant parameters whereas less uncertainty may be acceptable for important
paramters. Furthermore, the only contex to demine importance is through
assessments of compliance (PA) - not by comparisons of predictions of independent
variable.

* As I understand it. the approach is based on estimating the value of apariameta and the
varnce of that value at a location proposed for future measurement and then measuring
the value at dtat location and evaluating whethr or not the measined value falls within the
range predicted. There are numerous technical problems with this approach. These
include:

* how do you determine what level of "accuracy" is acceptable and whom judges
adequa

* dte method of quandfying the uncertainty is not Ieedent of the data, therefore,
* if the daft are ihcomplete with respect to being able to reliably quantify

un t then the estimate of uncertainty is wrong
* if the dta are complete with regard to estimating uncrtainty, then you may be

done depending on the results of compliance assssment ard this approach
would not be able to provide you that information

* given that the reliability of the unertinty estimates will be unknown then the
following problems arise:

* if the method overestimates uncertainty, then the analysts will be
overconfident

* if the method underesa uncertainty, then Ut analysts may never
be confident and should have bee

* -ALSO - the est tes of uncertainty should be continually decreaing and
thore may be imposble to meet by definition
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3) APPARENT DRIVE TOWARD A DETERMINSTIC UNDERSTANDING OF YUCCA
MOUNTAIN

The following swernents were made ht, along with the approach to reasonable assurance
outlined above, indicate that the USGS is striving for a "determinisd;" understanding of the Yucca
Mountain hydrology:

* 'won't have detailed "deterministic" knowledge of infiltion under FUTURE climatic
conditions'. (no one will ever have a deterministic aowledge of tbe fuue)

* 'we'1 havetoly on aprobablxistic undettandigfor ft suitability'

* -'always wil have, discomfort with the amount of dt becanse of the scientist in me' (does
this indicate that reasonable assurance is impossible?)

* 'there is a probability of I that a fast pathway exists or will exist with change in climate'
(this infers total knowld of the site with no Uncm nty )

The problem with this approach is that a "deterainisti dstaning is nteither possible or
necessary for compliance with a probabilistic sandard that Contains a proviion for able
assurance .
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COMMENTS BY THE STATE AND PUBLIC
(my commwnt about these statements are in italics)

Cnommentsg on the ProngWe Progam A-nnroach.State of Nevada
I. long-ctm performance will be based on inadequate data
2. performance confinnation is not met to be an extended site characterization - (I agree with this

poW)
3. NAS review process is not an adequate for making the site suitability decision because the

process is closed t£ the public, in tac DOE Hazel Oleary) has proposed guidelines that the
NAS couldn't meet for public involvement

Aectpd nI ts of Loaml Govermmnt
-S=ir Simmits .- fleotechnical Concerns
* the stated goda of this group Is to protect hwman health and the emvironment. However, in

their eyes this does not appear to be equivalent to achieving regulatory compliance. The
problem then become what Is a sificient demonstration of sqfery and who decides.

* they appear to be dogng some data coliection awayfrom the site In the saturated zone- Is the
QA up to YMP standards? They are worldng with DOE to develop consstent procedures but
what about recordsftraining etc.? In the end, can DOE and NRC use the data?

* "RW jobs should be hee" not VhriniA
* ste suitability is not licenibilisy

Geotechnical Issues Include: Futwe Cimate, erosion, seismic haards pneumatic pathways.
and volcanisrm however the speaker never stated his concern. Namel. is he concerned with
these as technical issues ((so, wc all are - so whlwt?) or Is he concerned that the DOE Is not
adqa addressing these concerns (ifso then he should be spec*c -data collection Vs

perfonnance assessmentfor cx pk) or is he concerned that the NRC is not paying enough
attention to these issues (#'so he should specify what he wishes NRC to do)

* only looing a the negative bypact which seems a lUtl &dngenuous given that has legalized
gambling andprostituion along wish having above and underground nuclear explosions in
the past (while dte tourist economy grewl)
whats thepointofths a&? Which ofthefolowing erces couldbe mad?

-we want to StOp YMP
-we want to be part of tie process (ie.. heard)
-wc want moneyfrom DOE

* is the Ibsi -ctue adeute?
* whas dsepoint? ((notadequateJixorDOE willrelyon quat railways?
* Public st and confidence is the key
* how much does It cost?
* Hiroshima syndrome. public more worried about nuclear
* -in a state doat had above ground testing?
* Seems to be worried thas die new program direction will shaot change or not address inportant

issues
* Concerned hat he DOE implenentation of NEPA will not allow for public input which

shows an incredible amount of distrust since public involvement is at the heart of NEPA
* NRC nasportation regulatons may not be "appropriate"
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NRC ACNW MEETING
October 18. 1994

Following are some comments on yesterday's ACNW meeting. I was only able to aend the last
talk of the morning and the afrmoon session because my plane was late leaving Albuquerque.
These comnents only touch on issues that I feel are brcortant and may require further inquiry by
the ACNW. The comments are very rough in nate au they are my direct notes from the meeing.
I'll be availale the rest of die week for claification and afe theatyou can reach me uat0S848-
0754.

October 18, 1994

-foe Didugmq . Aeccderafrd Satumated and Ulniaturate Hydrnjgvj Progra

1)ACCELERATED PROGRAM ISSUES

* The USGS says they win have incomplete knowledge at the time a decision on site suitability
will be mad& but they believe that more kmowledge is required and ae planning to collect it.
On te other hand, they say that they will have enough knowledge that they wouldn't change
their mind on site safety with increased studies. The obvious question is then why take more
daa after the site suitabiity decision?

* TSPA model is driving force- not site safety or compliance.

* Accelerated schedule was based on an unknown combination of sope changes, resource
ase and inreased efficiency. Te sm t was then made that "ased risk is de

cost of acceleadon - what does this mean and how is it quandfid? Given that compliance is
based on a probabilistic risk: assessment this increased risk should be (and is) quantfable.

* Ghost Dance Fault will not be chacterized before site suitability decision must be made. This
oasan the surface to be a fatal faw.

* There Is still no definition of"ecsry" data. Is it necessary for compliance, for scientific
understanding, or for some other puspose?

* ITe statement was made that the problem will be "bounded" at fth d=me of the decision.
Howev, 1) one must bave knowledge of reality to bound the problem(dwrefore you must
have sufficient accomplished); 2) bounding tot! release for a non-linear
problem is difficult if not inpossible and, 3) if they successfuly bound the problem and the
results show compliance with the regulauons then why continue sice chrcizaon beyond
that dime?

* Statements of what they can and can not take to TSS are ill- defined, non-quantadive and
therefore of lie value ( for eample: " good understandiu". "knowledge of framework",
"probabilistic understanding').
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2) APPROACH TO ACHIEVING REASONABLE ASSURANCE (this should also be
equivalent to defining wh sie chaacerizaio is complete)

* The overall approach is based on measuring and predicting REALITY. Statements made
along this line include -'we will be happy when we "predicte' stratigraphy "accurately" before
we drill'.- 'I will have a warm feeling when we "predit" the hydrologic parameters at each
gid block before we measure hem'. In fact what is being proposed is that reasonable
assurance will be had when dhe project feels that they can reasonable "predct a few
independent model parameters and even fewer dependent pamters -- where all of the
ependt parame are very indirectly relaed to regulatory quantities of interest (pressures in

the unsa urated zone for example).

* There anr two fundamental problems with is approach one having to do with relation
between this approach and regulatory compliance and the ote related to the technical and
programmatic aspects of the ibrplementation of the approach.

* The first problem is that thee is no direct (or it appears nirect) connection berween the
level of uncertainty ta is acceptable for "predictin(' mesured values and regulatory
compliance. The regulations ta guide this work are robabistic in nau and do not
assume any unacceptable levels of uncertainty. In fact little knowledge may be required for
unimportant parameters whereas less uncertainty may be acceptable for important
parameters. Furthermoe the only context to determine pce is through
assessments of compliance (PA) - not by comparisons of predictons of independent
variable.

* As I undestand it, the approach is based on estimating the value of a parameter and dte
variance of that value at a location proposed for fire me ct and then measuring
the value at that location and evaluating whether or not the measured value fals within the
range predicted There are nunrous technical problems with this approach Tese
include:

* how do you deemine what level of "accuracy" is acceptable and whom judges

* the method Of quantifying th uncertainty is not bdepexdent of th data. tefore,
* if the d wre Icompiete with respect to being ble to reliably quandfy

erainty then the esimate of unctainty .
* if the da are complete with regard to estimating uncertainty, then you may be

done depending on the esults of compliance assessment and this approach
would not be able to provie you that information

* give; tha the reliability of the uwetainty estimates wi be unknown then the
following problems rise:

* f the method overestimates uncertainty, then the analysts will be
overconfident

* if the method undesime uncertainty, dLen the analysts nmy never
be confidnt and should have been.

* ALSO- the estimates of uncertainty should be continually decreasing and
hrore may be impossible to meet by defnition
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3) APPARENT DRIVE TOWARD A DETERMNSTIC UNDERSTANDING OF YUCCA
MOUNTAIN

The following sttements were made tha along with the approach to reasonable assurance
oudined above, inicate tha dh USGS is sw*g for a "deqgmiistic" understanding of the Yucca
Mountain hydrology:

* won't have detailed "determinisdc" knowledge of inftradon under FUTURE climadc
conditions'. (no one wi cver have a detinisdc knowledge of the future)

a 'we'll have to rely on a probabilistic understanding for site suitability'

* -'always will have dcomfort with the amount of data because of the scientist in me' (does
this indicate that reasonable assuraxe is impossible?)

* 'there is a probability of I tht a fast pathway exists or will exist with change in climate'
(this infers total knowledge of tte site with no uncetainty)

lhe problem with this approach ig that a "deterministic" un MrAing is neither possible or
necesary for compliance with a probabilistic standard that contains a provision for 'reasonable
assurance'.
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COMENTS BY THE STATE AND PUBLIC
(my comnent; about these statemet are in italics)

romments on the Proposed Eroram Aoppo~ch.State of Nevids
1. long-tem performance will be based on inadequate dat
2. performance confimtion is not met to be n exended site charaterization - (I agree with this

pown)
3. NAS review process is not an adequate for making the site suitability decision because the

process is closed to the public, in fact DOE (Hazel Oleary) has proposed guideines that the
NAS couldn't meet for public involvement

Affecte UnILI Of LoA~l G~wenMM9U
* Stan im s - (hotechnical ConcernsI

* the stated goal of this grorq Is to protect hwman health and the ervlrorunent. However, In
their eyes thuis does not appear to be equivalent to achieving regulatory compliance. The
problem then become what is a szkent demotratdon of sary and who decides.

* they appear to be doing some data collection awayfrom the site in the saturated zone Is the
QA up to YMP standards? They are worWng with DOE to develop consistent procedures but
what about recordssraining etc.? In the end, can DOE and NRC uwe the data?

* "TRW jobs should be bere" not Virgina
* sit suitability i t

Geotechrical Issues Include: Future Climate, erosion, seimic bazards, pacxahic pathways,
and volcanism however the speaker never stated his concerns. Namely, Ls he concerned with
these as technical issues (f to, we all are - so what?) or Li he concerned tht the DOE is not
adeqaty addressing these concerns (fso then he should be spe*c -data collection Vs
performance assessmentfor exanple) or Is he concerned that the NRC Is notpying enough
attention to these issues (fso he should specify what he wishes NRC to do)

* only looling at the negadtve Imacs which sewsa hait dingenuous given tht has legalized
gambling andprostitution along with having above and underground nuclear ciplosions In
the past (while the tourist economy grew!)

* what's the point of ts al? Which ofthefolloing (erences could be made?
-we want o tOtop YMP
-we want to be part ofthe process (ie., heard)
*we want money from DOE

* is the I Mc= adeoquat
* wha's dhepot? Vnotodeqi efixor DOEwUillyonIadequate razhws?
* Public trust and confidence is the key
* how much does it cost?
* Hiroshima syndrome. public more womied about nuclar-
* -in a state that had above ground sting?
* Seems to be wouried that the oew program direcdon will short change r ot address irmortnt

issuesfopul tuwhc
* Concerned that tbe DOE impleretation of NEPA will not allow forpublic Iput whih

shows an incredible amount of disrit since public involvement is at the heart of NEPA
* NRC ransportation regulations may not be "appropria"


